Sunday 2 October, 2.00pm

Musicians from the RNCM

Jess Hughes, a post-graduate student at the
Royal Northern College of Music, performs
harp music by Hindemith, Andrès, Kurek and
Hasselmans. A rare opportunity to listen to
this extraordinary, beautiful instrument and to
ask Jess lots of questions about all aspects of
playing the harp. Tickets (£10.00) are available
from Castle Park Arts Centre, or Dandelion on
Church Street, and by phone on: 01928 735832

Sunday 4 December, 7.30pm

GA LLE RI E S
CA F É
E X H I B I T I O NS
M E E T T H E A RT I STS
C LAS S E S & WO RK SH O P S
C H A M B E R M U SI C
F O LK & JA Z Z E V E NI NG S
C O U RT YA RD M U SI C & A RTS

Christmas … and All that Jazz!

Join musicians from the BBC Philharmonic
who put aside their usual classical repertoire
and perform some of your favourite jazz
standards, some new original compositions,
and seasonal delights to get you in exactly the
right mood for Christmas. Your glass of mulled
wine and a mince pie will be waiting for you.
Tickets (£10.00) available from Castle Park Arts
Centre, or Dandelion on Church Street and by
phone on: 01928 735832
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Castle Park Arts Centre History
9 November – 22 December
Galleries One, Two, Three & Link Corridor

37th Open Art Exhibition

The Arts Centres’ 37th Annual Open Art Exhibition
will include an exciting range of artwork from
amateur and professional artists of all ages from
across the region.

11 Nov - Meet the Artists 19.00-21.00 with refreshments

For further details on all upcoming
events and exhibitions please visit:

www.castleparkarts.co.uk

Castle Park Arts Centre is set amongst beautiful
floral gardens, parkland, and woodland walks
in the historic market town of Frodsham.
The Victorian building with its unique clock
tower, was originally the stable block for
the adjacent mansion house. In 1986 these
outbuildings were converted into the Arts
Centre providing exhibition and workshop
spaces, a café, and craft units.
The traditional origins of the building are
reflected in the magnificent wrought iron
gates which were commissioned for the
entrance to the Art Centre.
Visitors to Castle Park Arts Centre can
experience a lively programme of exhibitions,
concerts, arts activities, and special events.
The Arts Centre has 3 galleries, 2 craft
rooms, 7 courtyard craft units, a café/shop
and garden space with disabled access.
There is a regular programme of changing
exhibitions and arts and crafts classes for
adults and children. The Centre is also used
by numerous clubs and societies.
Castle Park Arts Centre is run as a
charitable trust and is mostly managed and
operated by volunteers.

Opening times

Tuesday - Saturday 10 am until 4 pm

Disability Access

If you are struggling with a disability and need
assistance at the entrance doors, please ring the bell
and someone will come and help you gain access.
If you have any concerns at all over disabled access
please ring the Centre (01928 735832) and speak to
the Manager about the facilities or help in any form.

Finding the Arts Centre

The Arts Centre is very close to the centre of
Frodsham and is marked by brown tourism signs.
If you are traveling on Main Street (A56) towards
Chester, the Centre can be found by turning left into
Fountain Lane, and then about 200 yards along the
lane you will see two stone pillars on the right, they
mark the entrance to the Centre. If you are coming
off the motorway and come through Frodsham Town
Centre, carry on down Main Street. After the shops,
there is a road that runs off to the right, opposite
that there is a sharp left-hand turn, this is Fountain
Lane, where there is a small cafe on the corner.
Turn left onto Fountain Lane and follow the road
for about 200 yards until you go under the railway
bridge. Turn immediate right, through the stone pillar
entrance and go past the black wrought iron gates
and into our small car park

Parking at the Arts Centre

There is limited parking, including disabled parking,
at the Art Centre itself, using postcode WA6 6SE.
The main car park is in Castle Park, using the
postcode WA6 6SB. This car park is not accessible
by road from the Arts Centre, but the walk from the
car park, either through the Park or following the
path behind Castle Park House, will only take a few
minutes. Look out for the clock tower in the Arts
Centre courtyard.
Disabled Parking: We now have a few allocated
parking spaces to the left and right of the black
gates. As a disabled driver you are also permitted
to park in front of the black gates, if no other places
are available.

Facilities

The Arts Centre has a range of facilities:

• A cafe serving tea, coffee and light lunches,
open 10 am - 3.30 pm

• Toilets (including a disabled toilet)
• Disabled Access, including a ramp at the front door.
Castle Park Arts Centre off Fountain Lane
Frodsham, Cheshire WA6 6SE
Telephone 01928 735832

www.castleparkarts.co.uk

What’s On
February – December 2022

23 Feb – 2 April
Gallery One

Jenny Holland - A Moment in Time

Jenny exhibits a bold use of palette knives in
her impressionistic oils and acrylics, including
North Wales, the Lake District, Cornwall,
Wirral, North-East Yorkshire, and contemporary
collage and mixed media florals.

Gallery Two + Link Corridor

Threadmill Textiles - How does your
Garden Grow

Threadmill was formed in 1995 by a group of
like-minded artists in the North-West of England.
We all share an enthusiasm for creativity whilst
using textiles and threads as our principal
means of artistic expression.
The theme for this exhibition is How Does
Your Garden Grow. We have explored the
beauty of natural forms throughout the
seasons and interpreted them in a diverse
range of styles and techniques.
We are committed to
the promotion of textiles
as both a decorative
and expressive art
form and hope to
increase awareness
and education through
our exhibitions and
workshops.

Gallery Three

Hazel Thompson – Time and
Seasons in Nature

I am always learning in life and observing
the obvious and not so obvious. I am always
looking to conceive, cultivate and embrace new
concepts in nature, which most of my paintings
show in the form of trees in my work.
I go on walkabout around
the country, observing
places in all seasons and
different times of the day.
People have described my
style of painting as classical
and natural, with a hint of
contemporary and a new
depth of atmosphere.

8 April – 14 May
Galleries One, Two, Three + Link Corridor

Association of Animal Artists

The Association of Animal Artists is excited to
present yet another stunning collection of animal
artwork that’s as diverse as nature itself. With
members depicting a plethora of animals and in an
array of mediums and styles – from realistic insects
in coloured pencils to gestural elephants in oils there is something for the whole family to enjoy
at Castle Park Arts Centre,
Frodsham, this Spring. All
exhibited work is for sale, with a
percentage of proceeds going
to Wader Quest – a charity
supporting the conservation of
wading birds across the world.
We hope this exhibition inspires
all visitors to reconnect with
nature and realise the unique
beauty of the animals we share
the planet with.
The Association of Animal
Artists offers opportunities and
support to animal artists who
have already attained a level
of expertise and experience,
whether as amateurs or
professionals and who wish to
promote and exhibit their artwork
and further progress their skills.
8 April - Meet the Artists 19.00-21.00 with refreshments

Friday 6 May

Music for a Spring Evening

Join Hannah Roberts (Cello) and Caroline Pether
(Violin) as they return to Castle Park Arts Centre,
following their last hugely successful concert here in
2019. They will be performing music by Gliere, Kodaly
and Piazzolla, together with arrangements of music by
Jimi Hendrix and The Rolling Stones. This concert also
forms part of the Frodsham Festival of Walks (29th April
– 8th May). Working in partnership with the Festival,
we are delighted that some of the music Hannah and
Caroline will perform also reflects aspects of nature
and the seasonal theme of this concert.
Tickets are
available in
person from
Castle Park
Arts Centre
and Dandelion
on Church
Street or Tel
01928 735832

Hannah Roberts (Cello) and Caroline Pether (Violin)

18 May -25 June
Gallery One

Eddisbury Artists

Eddisbury Artists are a small, self-governing
group of Cheshire based artists who meet
regularly throughout the year to draw and paint,
developing their individual artistic skills and
interests. The group’s activities are organised
by the members to produce both a winter and
summer programme of work.

29 June – 7 August
Gallery One

Grosvenor Art Society of
Chester – Summer Exhibition

Grosvenor Art Society of Chester is a
society for amateur and professional artists who live
in Chester and its surrounds. This year’s Summer
Exhibition displays the talents of the members and
the wide range of their work, from traditional to
experimental in a variety of different media.

Gallery Two

Ann Johnson

Gallery Two

Steve Bayley – Atmospheres

The exhibition will feature paintings conveying
the atmosphere of locations in colour, texture
and pattern. It will be split into three sections:
The Frodsham
Sandstone Trail, Woods
and Hills and a section
entitled Joan Eardley
is my Inspiration,
which will feature
paintings inspired by
the late Scottish artist
Joan Eardley

Gallery Three

Wood Art

Wood Art
Workshops - a
talented collective of gifted
carvers, turners and wood
artists who enjoy working with
wood. They get together to
share experiences and skills to
produce exquisite wood art.

I am a local amateur artist who has
previously exhibited in Gallery2
here at the Arts Centre. I am also
a regular exhibitor in the annual
‘Open Exhibitions’ at Castle Park and the Grosvenor
Museum. I work mainly in watercolour and acrylics but
have recently been experimenting with pastels. My
work tends to be ‘loose’ rather than photographic.

Gallery Three

Mersey 4 – Sense of Place
Hilary Dron, Suzanne Grace, Viv Netherwood and Sue
Watson are a group of Merseyside artists who produce
a diverse range of work using a variety of materials
from oil and cold wax, to felting or acrylics. Their work
is based on landscapes near and far, the natural world
and the textures and patterns found in nature.

10 August – 17 September
Gallery One & Link Corridor

Remix Textiles
– Lines of Thought

The ReMix Group’s annual
exhibition is the culmination
of a year of exploration
of a theme through group
workshops and individual
investigations. This year the
theme is Lines of Thought. Each
piece in the exhibition is one
artist’s response to this theme in
their chosen medium.

Gallery Two

Clipped In Artists Group – Wildlife
and Wildlands

A collection of mixed media works by members
of the Clipped In Artist Group. Images of wildlife
and wild landscapes from the British Isles and
beyond in all mediums from watercolour, acrylic,
oils, mixed media, and textiles. www.clipped-in.org

Wednesday Art
Group – Colour
Ways-Colour Parts

The Wednesday Art
Group are a group of
people who are keen
on art in all of its forms,
who meet each week
between 10.00 -12.00
noon at Castle Park
Arts Centre. Colour
Ways -Colour Parts is
an exciting exhibition by
the group showcasing
the talented, intrinsic,
and individualistic work
they produce in an array
of different mediums
and approaches.
The exhibition is the
culmination of the
projects covered by the
art group over the past
year and involves all
members.

Hub Studio

More work from
Steve Bayley.
Please see
18 May –
25th June
Exhibitions.

Link Corridor

Kate Brooks – Animal Friends and Fresh Air
Capturing the character of animals in art is a fun
hobby, and pastel is my favourite medium to work
with. I have more recently started painting occasional
landscapes and seascapes, to broaden
my horizons. I am a member of the
Frodsham Eddisbury Artists group, and
enjoy sketching, especially ‘en plein air’.

Gallery Three

The Artist’s
Group –
Inspired By……

Sandra Hepworth is a textile collage artist with
a passion for all things touchy and feely. She
uses everyday
observations as
inspiration and
creates one-off
pieces using
collage, stitch,
handmade felt and
fused glass.

Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland

The Frodsham Players
present five performances
of the ever popular Lewis
Carroll favourite, adapted
by Simon Reade, in the courtyard of
the Arts Centre. Booking details will be
available at: www.frodshamplayers.com

20 May - Meet the Artists 19.00-21.00 with refreshments

1 July - Meet the Artists 19.00-21.00 with refreshments

12 Aug - Meet the Artists 19.00-21.00 with refreshments

Sandra Hepworth

Gallery One

Gallery Two &
Link Corridor

The Artist’s Group is a
newly formed group
of artists from Chester
and the surrounding
areas, all of whom
have a wealth of
creative ability
spanning a range of
media and subject
matter. This group
exhibition showcases
work ‘inspired by’ life
in all its forms.

Link Corridor

21 September – 2 November

7 - 10 July

Gallery Three

John Chatterton

Makers of Musics and
Singers of Songs.

23 Sept - Meet the Artists 19.00-21.00 with refreshments

For further details on all upcoming
events and exhibitions please visit:

www.castleparkarts.co.uk

